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English: 
Monday - Friday















History - 25.01.2021
You are going to look at some propaganda posters.
What do we mean by propaganda? Propaganda is a way of spreading ideas and influencing people. It played an important part 
in World War II as both the Allies and the Axis used propaganda to shape public opinion. It was used to raise the morale 
(happiness) of people at home and the forces fighting abroad, and to make the enemy seem more brutal. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-how-propaganda-was-used-during-world-war-two/zr77wty

When looking at the posters, think about: 
Who are they talking about? 
Who is saying it? 
What message are they trying to get across to their audience? 
Why would they want to persuade people to have the same opinion?
Using these types of questions is how you are analysing the posters.

Using the questions above, and ideas from the BBC clip, decide which 
level you want to achieve.

Remember to ask for help on ClassDojo if you are not sure.

Translation: The war is his fault!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-how-propaganda-was-used-during-world-war-two/zr77wty


French - 26.01.2021 





http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/55600682
http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/54855329
http://www.picture-news.co.uk/discuss


sad angry happy confus
ed

excited worried shocke
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afraid

despondent
disconsolat
e
dismal
doleful
downhearte
d
forlorn 
gloomy
melancholi
c
miserable
woeful
wretched
 

aggrieved
annoyed
discontente
d
disgruntled
distressed
exasperate
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outraged
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vexed
 

beaming
buoyant
cheery
contented
delighted
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gleeful
glowing
joyful
 

addled
baffled
bemused
bewildered
disorientate
d
indistinct
muddled
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perplexed
puzzled
 

animated
elevated
enlivened
enthusiasti
c
exhilarated
exuberant
thrilled

agitated
anxious
apprehensi
ve
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disquieted
distraught
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disturbed
fretful
perturbed
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uneasy 

astonished
astounded
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distressed
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alarmed
apprehensi
ve
daunted
fearful
frantic
horrified
petrified
terrified
 
 
 























Picture News - 28.01.2021



Science - 28.01.2021
Design an electrical safety poster or leaflet in the space below! 


